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Abstract

In this article we study a particular class of methods:
the filter-based methods. The name filter originates from
physics: it is a device that removes unwanted components
e.g.from electronic signals. It is used in estimation theory
since the 1940s [5], with the meaning of the removal of
the noise from a dynamical system perspective. Not filter–
based but still relevant category of visual tracking algorithms was introduced by Isard and Blake [7, 8], and called
condensation algorithm. This method does is significantly
more coplex than filtering-based methods since it necessarily needs a contour based representation, which in turn require rather complex image processing techniques.
We mention that there is a significant difference between
localizing, or identifying an object and respectively tracking it: identifying an object in a real-world environment is
mostly a question of ontology and object recognition, while
tracking is the detection of changes relevant to the object
we track. We emphasize that in this paper we do not address the problem of object recognition, rather we focus on
the tracking of already identified objects.1
The structure of the paper is the following: next we give
a short introduction to dynamic systems, followed by a detailed description of the mathematical models used in tracking algorithms and we present the Kalman filter, the unscented Kalman filter, and the particle filter respectively.
We then present the experimental results and conclude the
paper with presenting the strong and weak points of the presented algorithms.

We present a comparative study of object tracking algorithms using filtering methods. We detail the underlying
model assumptions the different algorithms use, measure
their operation performance, and compare them in real environmental settings. The comparison is based on several
different criteria, including both the computational time and
the performance of the tracker.
We study a restricted family of methods, called filters.
We compare the Kalman filter, unscented Kalman filter and
the particle filtering methods. Based on real-world settings,
some conclusions are drawn about the usability of the algorithms. We outline the conditions when a given algorithm
becomes efficient.
Keywords: object tracking, unscented Kalman filter,
particle filter
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Introduction

The use of efficient object tracking algorithms in video
processing became an essential task in many fields of the
modern life. Almost all robots, security cameras, industrial
camera systems need to locate and track specific objects.
Many tracking techniques are available, each of them with
its strong and weak points respectively. An obvious deciding factor is the performance of the hardware equipment
that lies behind the cameras: powerful equipment can “afford” a more sophisticated algorithm and conversely: when
we have limited computational power at our disposal, we
have to balance the parameters so that the algorithm eventually terminates in a convenient time. Aside from the above
issues, when selecting a method we must consider the conditions where the tracking will be done, like luminance,
etc.Ideally we want to look at the object we want to track,
the specifics of the motions, and the “background” environment. Based on the considerations above, we aim to pick
the most adequate algorithm.

2

Tracking algorithms

In this section we give a short introduction to dynamic
systems [6]. A dynamic system is an assemble of elements
which attributes of interest are changing in time. In each
time the state of the systems depends on the previous states;
if it depends on the n previous states, it can be described
1 If one wants to track 2D blobs through progressive image, a blob based
tracking is advised, well explained by Collins [1].
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by an n ordered differential equation. Very often the evolution of the state in time cannot be told explicitly. The main
difficulty in the field of dynamic systems is that they are
very hard predictable in time, a small change in the initial
conditions could have immense effects on the future states.
Besides that, it is often difficult - or impossible - to measure
explicitly the state of the system and only indirect measurement can be done.
Sometimes one does not have an arbitrary precise device
and cannot measure arbitrary precise the output of the system, so the measurements are perturbated with some noise
(measurement noise). Noise can also appear if one does not
know accurate enough the exact lows which govern the system (operation noise).
Object tracking – as viewed here – is the prediction of
latent states in a dynamic system: the position of the object
is the latent state of the system and the image received from
the camera is the measured observational data. We next describe three mathematical models that are used in dynamical
systems and here are used for object tracking.

2.1

1 the prediction step, based solely on the previous estimated latent state xk−1 :
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where x+
k is the estimation based on the system equations from the prediction step eq. (4) and the actual
observations zk . The matrix R is the covariance matrix
corresponding to the measurement process. The matrix K k is called the Kalman gain, it controls the effect
that the current measurement has over the new state.

The Kalman filter is the optimal filter that estimates the
state of a linear dynamic system when only noisy measurements are available. Due to analytic tractability we require
that both operation and measurement noises to be Gaussian.
The system was developed by Rudolf Kalman [9] in 1960.
One of the firsts applications of the filter was the estimation
of the trajectory for the NASA Apollo program in 1969 [5].
For a brief introduction to the Kalman filter, one should
consult Welch and Bishop [17] and details on the filter are
e.g.in books by Andrews and Grewal [5], or Haykin [6].
These books contain the rigorous deduction of the equations
which describe the operation of the filter. The state-space
model is the following:

zk

= F k x+
k−1 + B uk

where the first line is the most probable estimation of
the latent state given the previous estimation x+
k−1 and
the external input. The second line tells us the covariance matrix of the new latent state given the covariance
of the previous state P +
k−1 , and the known covariance
matrix of the operation noise.

Kalman Filter

xk

x−
k

It is important that we see that the filter is an online estimator: the new values are generated based only on the
previous state estimation and the current measurement. It
means that in operation-time we do not need to store neither the preceding states nor the history of the measurement
data.
A second observation is related to eq. (4): by increasing
Q, P −
k also increases, so the weight of the last state becomes
less important if the uncertainty of the model grows.
Thirdly, from eq. (7) we see that if the measurement
noise R tends to infinity, then K k tends to zero, meaning
that the new measurement has no effect on the estimated
state. On the other hand, if R tends to zero then K k tends to
H −1
k and the previous state is neglected.

(1)
(2)

where xk represents the internal state of the system; zk is
the measurement data; uk is the control or external input;
F k is the time-transition matrix; H k is the connection between the measurements zk and the system states xk . If we
assume that we can interfere with the system, then we can
do it using the control input: its effect is linear and characterized by the matrix B k . There are two noise processes in
the dynamical system: (1) wk is the operation noise and (2)
vk is the measurement noise. These have to be additive and
white. Another restriction of eq. (2) is that the noise must
be Gaussian with zero mean. In real applications we usually
assume a stationary system, meaning that the matrices F , H ,
B , do not depend on k, therefore we omit the time index.
The operation of the filter is split into two steps:

2.2

Unscented Kalman Filter

The requirement of linearity and the limitations of the
noise processes are the main disadvantages of the Kalman
filter. To alleviate the constraint of linearity, a statistical
approach has been introduced by Uhlmann [15], called the
unscented Kalman filter, presented in more detail by Julier
and Uhlmann [14]. In their extension procedure they used
the intuition that it is easier to approximate a probability
distribution than a non-linear function. In order to achieve
this, they used the so-called sigma points to replace the covariance matrices of the latent states P k . The sigma-points
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of sigma points in two dimensional case. The large – blue
– dot represents the original state of the system, the ellipse
around that point stands for the covariance, and the small
– red – dots are the generated the sigma points, where we
placed them far from the center for illustration.
Eqs. (8) and (9) contain the square root of a matrix, this
is a matrix B such that P k = BB T . We note that P x always can be decomposed in a square-root form [11], the
Cholesky decomposition is suggested to be employed [14].
Each sigma point has a weight Wi :

x2

x1
Figure 1. Sigma points

(m)
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are chosen so that they describe the first and the second moments – the mean and the covariance respectively – of the
current system state. It is assumed that the distribution is
Gaussian. A good estimation of the posterior distribution
of the states is found by propagating only the sigma points
through the system equations and this does not need to be
linear. The mean and the covariance matrices of the system state vector are estimated by calculating the statistics
of the new points. It was shown [14] that information that
is of higher order than 2, e.g.from Taylor expansion, can
also be captured about the posterior distribution by using
this method. As mentioned earlier, the state-space model is
not necessarily linear:
xk

= f (xk−1 ) + wk

zk

= h(xk ) + vk ,
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where β encodes prior information about the distribution of
states x. β = 2 is used for a Gaussian distribution [16].
There are 2n + 1 sigma points, with n the dimension of
the states. The superscript (m) stands for the weights when
the estimated values of the state and measurement are calculated, whereas W with superscript (c) are used in covariance and correlation determination.
The operation of the filter has the following mathematical formulation:

where f() and h() are arbitrary non-linear functions and wk
and vk are white noise processes.
The important step in the unscented Kalman filter framework is the sigma point setting, denoted here with X . The
method of the sigma point generation is given by the following equations (the illustration is in Figure 1.):
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• measurement update:

where the indexed bracket (. . . )i represents the ith row of
the matrix and

P z^k ,^zk =

λ = α2 (n + κ) − n.
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Parameters α and κ stand for scaling, they provide extra degree of freedom to the model. Through α one can underestimate or overestimate the significance of the covariance: the
sigma points will be placed closer or farther from the means.
It is usually good to set it to a small number, e.g.α = 10−3 .
Usually κ = 0, see [14]. In Figure 1. we give an illustration
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where x
^−
^−
k and z
k represents the prior values of the internal
states and the measured data respectively; P −
k is the prior
covariance of x
^−
;
and
P
and
P
are
the empiriz
^
,^
z
x
^
,^
z
k k
k k
k
cal correlation matrices. The matrix K is analogous to the
Kalman gain from eq. (7). It is influenced by the correlation
matrices: as the variance of z^−
k grows, the effect of the new
measurement (zk ) diminishes. The correlation between x
^−
k
−
and z^k has a converse effect.

Algorithm 1 Particle filter

2.3

8:
9:
10:

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

(i)

Sk ← ∅
α←0
for i ← 1, n do
6:
j ∼ p(j|wk−1 )
(i)
(j)
7:
xk ∼ p(xk |xk−1 = xk−1 )

Particle Filters

(i)

(j)

wk ∼ p(zk |xk = xk )
(i)

α ← α + wk
(i)
(i)
11:
Sk ← Sk ∪ {hxk , wk i}
12: end for

Particle filtering is an efficient method for estimating unknown probability distributions by simulation. It is a generalization of the above framework, including the non-linear
functions we want to estimate – discussed previously – and
the non-Gaussian characteristics of the noise. The method
was introduced by Gordon [4] in 1993, and detailed in [3].
It is also known as sequential Monte Carlo method [13].
The basic idea of the algorithm is that any distribution
can be represented as a weighted particle set, consisting of
(i)
(i)
(i)
pairs hxk , wk i, where xk is a possible value of the sys(i)
tem state and wk is its plausibility. In particle filtering we
generate randomly a set that represents the prior distribution. The posterior distribution is defined by a new particle set and it is determined by sampling form p(xk |xk−1 ),
describing the dynamics of the system. The measurement
update step is achieved by setting the weights according to
the measurement data. The relation between the measurement data and the latent states is given by the conditional
p(zk |xk ).
Implementing the particle filter in its basic form is unstable: it frequently happens that all weights are almost zero
except one which tends to one. In these circumstances the
system becomes highly unstable and unusable. To eliminate
this effect, importance resampling is advised [2]: a point is
chosen form the previous set proportional with the probability expressed by its weight.
Another major issue is the determination of the sample
size in order to achieve the best performance. Liu and Kong
[10] claim that an efficient set size can be obtained from the
weights of the points by the following formula:
Neff =

(i)

Input: Sk−1 = hxk−1 , wk−1 i|i = 1, n

13:
14:
15:
16:

for i ← 1, n do
(i)
(i)
wk ← wk /α
end for

17:
18:

return Sk

and given as an other weighted particle set Sk−1 in the initialization step – line 1. The resampling happens in lines 512. First an index is chosen, an index j is sampled with the
(j)
probability wk−1 (line 6)2 . After selecting a point, adding
system dynamics is applied (line 7); this corresponds to the
time update step in the previous sections.
The new measurement data does not affect directly the
sample points, rather it changes the weights: they are proportional to their plausibility in the view of the current measurement – line 8. To define a valid probability distribution
by the weighted particle set, the sum of the weights has to
be one, so normalization is needed, operation performed in
lines 14 - 16.
Before presenting the experimental results, we mention
a third method to tackle nonlinearity: the extended Kalman
filter or EKF [12]. EKF alleviates the linearity constraint by
considering a nonlinear function, similar to the unscented
case and linearising via the Taylor expansion to the first order. This method has several drawbacks compared to the extensions given above: the cost of computing the Jacobian in
each step is high; this type of linearization can produce large
errors, specifically when the model is highly non-linear and
the higher order terms in the Taylor series expansion become important. This extension is not pursued any further
due to its inadequacy in real applications. Usually we do not
know the system, so we cannot perform the linearization.

Ns
,
1 + var(wk )

where Ns is the original set size. It is obvious that Neff 6
Ns , meaning that the sample size decreases in time. To get
rid of this effect one has to set a lower limit for the effective
sample size.
The operation of the particle filter is presented in Algorithm 1: at each step we aim to obtain a weighted particle set Sk that approximates the posterior distribution of the
system state. We assume that the prior distribution is known

2 From the point of view of efficiency, importance resampling (index
choosing) can be done in O(n) time by storing the cumulative weights.
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Experimental Results

Table 1. Performance of the algorithms
Alg.
fps
error
lost
found
PF10 15.81 11.31 1.25
6.25
PF30 10.71 12.28 11.75 5.67
PF70
7.24 15.69 18.25 4.41
KF
10.28 8.57
7.5
8.02
UKF 10.19 8.52
4.0
8.87

Although the actual representation of the object is independent from the tracking algorithm, they cannot be separated. For instance, the condensation algorithm, mentioned
in Section 1, allows only contour-based representation. We
did not use contours, we choose to represent the tracking
object by image histogram. The histogram allows us to
track arbitrary objects without being obliged to deal with
the computational costs of the image recognition.
In the histogram representation an image is represented
as a point from a 3 × 256 dimensional space, where 3 stands
for the three color components of the image and 256 is the
discretization of the unit interval representing the intensity.
By using histograms, all spacial information of the
picture is lost, but by choosing the right object – e.g.a
monochrome ball – this does not affect the measured characteristics of the algorithms and we gain in reduced computational costs, specifically when the histogram differences
are evaluated.3
For evaluating the performance of a tracking algorithm,
we developed a framework that compares the methods. Using a computer screen, the move of a ball in a rectangular
area was simulated. This moving ball had to be tracked by
the algorithm, that only saw the rectangular area in which
the ball was moving. The color of the ball (black) and the
color of the background (white) were selected to be in contrast. We aimed to minimize the effects of the environment,
although this was inevitable, due to the altering illumination. The ball had different types of motions: linear, nonlinear,4 with different speeds and different levels of additive
noises could be added to the ball. We conducted 40 experiments, each taking ten minutes. We used a camera with
resolution 200 × 160 that was capable of 22 frame per second.
Five algorithms were tested: Kalman filter (KF), unscented Kalman filter (UKF), particle filter with 10 sample
points (PF10 ), particle filter with 30 sample points (PF30 ),
particle filter with 70 sample points (PF70 ). During the experiments we measured the following features of the tracking algorithms (1) the speed in frames per second, meaning
that the algorithm could look at the screen the given number
of times in a second; (2) the number of times the algorithm
lost the object it tracked; (3) the time to find the ball – explicit ball searching has not been used.
Table 1 contains general data about the performance of
the algorithms: fps - frame per second; error - difference
between the real position of the ball and the estimated value;
lost - how many times was the ball lost; found - how much
time it took to find the ball again after loosing it.

Regarding the speeds of the algorithms, the PF has an
extra degree of freedom, because it can be scaled by the
number of the sample points, as a result it could be faster
or slower then the KF and the UKF. We see that the KF and
UKF had almost the same speed. The KF and the UKF offer
a more reliable estimation about the position of the tracking
object. In this evaluation the most important characteristic
of an algorithm is the number of times it lost the ball. In this
regard the PF10 gave surprisingly good results, followed by
the UKF and KF.
A second important characteristic of the algorithm is the
time required to find the object when it has been lost. The
KF and the UKF do not possess implicit searching, so they
are quite unimpressing when considering this measure. In
the case of the PF this characteristic depends on the number
size of the particle set. By increasing the number particles,
the frequency of loosing the ball increases, but this is compensated by the fact that the time to find it again is getting
smaller. This behaviour can be explained with the fact that
the sample points are more spread around the center so there
is a higher chance to find the lost object.
Table 2. Loosing the object
Alg. without noise with noise
PF10
1.5
1.0
PF30
11.5
12.0
PF70
20.5
16.0
KF
5.5
9.5
UKF
3.0
5.0
Table 2. shows statistics about the frequency of losing
the ball when (1) the motion of the ball was straight: without noise; or (2) when it has been distorted with noise in the
motion. The experiments we conducted showed that adding
noise to the motion did not have significant effect on the PF,
moreover the PF70 was more efficient with noise added then
without it. This is not true about the KF and UKF: they suffered a remarkable fall in performance. The UFK obtained
better result than the KF, but this was predictable from the
state-space model of the methods: the merely linear model
was less powerful.
Table 3. contains data about how many times was the
ball lost when linear and non-linear motion was used. These

3 We

used L2 norm to compute distances between histograms.
4 We implemented bouncing dynamics, meaning that the movement was

always nonlinear.
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results are very similar to Table 2: we conclude that the
type of the motion was not relevant for the PF, but it could
be seen in the KF-UKF comparison. A significant fall in
performance was detected for KF, whereas the UKF proved
to be more robust also in this aspect.
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Conclusions

A first conclusion is that – with most real-world situations – there is no universally good tracking algorithm:
we cannot expect a single method to work equally well in
all conditions. This means that when selecting from the
methods, we have to consider the environment in which the
method will be used.
The Kalman filter and the Unscented Kalman filter provide the best estimation for the position of the object but
they often fail if non-linearity or non-Gaussian noise appears. Comparing only these two, the unscented solution
proved to be a better choice in all cases we tested. To tackle
non-linearity and noisy motion, the particle filter can be
used. It gives less accurate estimations but non-linearity and
noise does not have significant effects on its performance.
Forthermore, it can be made more flexible using a suitable
sample size. An obvious remark is that we have to trade
computational costs for accuracy.
We mention that we aimed a real-world setting, our goal
is to embed the algorithm into a robot: the different illuminations, the camera and the use of a computer screen are all
settings where calibrating a method might be difficult.
Further on we would like to benchmark the algorithm
using real robots where the there are control signals and the
noises are not independent of the states. It would be interesting to see the performance of the unscented Kalman filter
and comparing it to a particle filter in a situation when e.g.a
robot aims to find the ball using a stand-alone environment:
all the code and the sensors are on the robot.
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